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“Enter by the narrow gate; for wide is the gate and broad is the way that leads to destruction, and there are many who go in by it.
Because narrow is the gate and difficult is the way which leads to life, and there are few who find it.” (Matt. 7:13-14)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Watch videos of Walt’s sermons on: YouTube and at https://thebereanwayfellowship.org
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

IMPLIED CONSENT
That Which We Willingly Allow
Implied consent is a concept that we find ourselves living with these days, but is, unfortunately, little
understood and its ramifications little examined. This idea of implied consent works very well within the
concept of democracy because of the illusion of the individual authority and freedoms that the concept of
democracy portrays. In this world rights are ultimately invented and given to those with the power to
enforce them. It matters not whether the powers that be are of a righteous nature or of an evil one.
A fair number of those who would call themselves "patriots" are becoming more aware of the meaning
of implied consent, but most are still under its yoke because they aren't really doing anything about it. Of
course, in all reality, nothing can be done about it in order to make true freedom a sustained certainty.
That nasty problem of "SIN" just won't go away.
This is what patriots don’t seem to consider at all. It is really quite amazing that many of these people
would call themselves Christians yet have no clue that sin is the culprit that just won't go away on its own.
They have deceived themselves, to the point of wasting time, money, energy, and influence on a recurring,
self-perpetuating force, which can only be stopped dead in its tracks, by and with true repentance of an
individual’s sins to God Himself.
To combat this slippery nuisance of sin, those who make up the visible church, organize corporate public
prayer meetings and shout, to the point of wearing out the scripture in II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people
which are called by my name, shall humble themselves, and pray and seek my face, and turn from their
wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Admittedly, there is a lot in this one verse of scripture to decipher and clarify. It is assumed however that
the USA is God's country, in spite of the fact that there is not one speck of actual Biblical evidence to
support that idea, nor is there substantive information as to the validity of that claim from any other
source, including history.
In the scripture above, it is the Jews and Israel which are addressed specifically, not just any nation.
None of the other nations, with the exception of Egypt, are called “My people.” Nevertheless, the Jews
alone are in view. “Their sin and their land” refers only to Jews and to Israel.
This “God loves America” nonsense stems from the false teaching of American Israel-ism, which came
from the notion that the pilgrims came to these shores by God's directive to build a "new" Jerusalem. Add
to that the completely absurd notion taught by Armstrongites of the "World Wide Church of God" fame,
who teach that the British Royals are the descendants of Jesus and thus the rightful heirs of the world.
What total unbiblical trash!
Their "British Israel-ism" has polluted many Americans who actually believe that the U.S. is holy and has
taken Israel's place in God’s economy, especially for these last days. Never mind that Britain’s “royals” are
a mixture of several European nations. The House of Napoleon being one, and that all six of England’s King
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George’s were Germans from the House of Hannover and Braunschweig anglicized to [Hanover and
Brunswick] whose reign began in 1702. I've written on this in much more detail in the past, (see Victory
Seekers Update, 4th qtr 2012, ”British-American Israelism & The Harbinger,” Issue #38) but it seems that this
delusion of a special relationship between God and the United States of America is so deeply entrenched
that only by the Spirit of the Lord will this nonsense be eradicated. Individuals “ate-up” with this are
entrenched in massive cognitive dissonance. Donald Trump and his puppeteers are taking full advantage of
the situation with the old Ronald Reagan campaign slogan “Make America Great.” Reagan’s use of the
phrase made more sense at the time. He was faced with the task of having to dismantle the Carter
administration’s wimpy leadership which made the U.S. seem weak and unwilling to take a hard stance to
the rest of the world, and it wasn’t so hyped up as it is now.
Biblically speaking, there is one nation, and one nation only, that being Israel, with whom the God of
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob made a covenant of blessings with once the remnant of that nation, repents of
their sins, period. With the above false notions of the U. S. having taken Israel's place in the world as the
pupil or "apple" of God's eye, (Zechariah 2:8) a different sort of implied consent emerged, namely that of
willing ignorance of the scriptures coupled with a desire for the easy way out which is the false perception
that God has a covenant with the U.S. which is propagated by American Israelism. (More on this is covered in
NGU, 4th qtr 2019, “Christian Nationalism,” Issue #66.)

The verse in Zechariah speaks exclusively about Israel, not any other nation then in existence or in the
future. Men have changed borders right and left and created more countries since WWII than ever before.
The world went from the original, God-ordained 70 nations (Gen 10-11), to the so-called modern era to
approximately 190 countries currently in existence and that number is subject to change daily. God did not
have such confusion in mind.
The ability to make these drastic changes is the reason why implied consent works. Jean-Claude Juncker,
the often, publicly drunk, ex-European Union Commission President has said, "We sit in a room and hash
out a decision, we then wait awhile to see if anyone complains. If no strong opposition is given, we
implement it and keep on going step for step until there is no turning back."
The truth is that no one outside that tight group of top world leaders knows what's going on anyway.
Consequently, any and all supposed opposition is, in fact, a joke and completely meaningless. This then is
how Satan's anti-Christ system flourishes, unabated, forward. That he accomplishes it with the implied
consent of the world's populace is quite outrageous and amazing simultaneously.
The United States of America is not "America." We as citizens are not citizens of America but of the
Corporation of the United States of America; a corporation just like IBM, Apple, Siemens, or any other. It
does not belong to us citizens. It is owned by the Rothschild's and company. through which the world is
controlled in the main. We are but slaves to this corporation and this is why they can tax us as they like, and
do exactly that. Any so-called legitimate "tax bill" is a placebo!
The constitutional republic that was begun after the Revolutionary War was dissolved by the Act of 1871
with the 14th amendment. It simply doesn't matter who's in the White House, Congress, or Supreme
Court. They don't have any actual power to change the ownership of the corporation/government.
Washington D. C. is not a state, but a separate entity completely sovereign from the rest of the 50 states.
London, England has this same status as does Vatican City in Rome, Italy. Hamburg, Lübeck and Bremen are
German cities who did this, centuries ago. They are called Hansestädte or "trading cities."
These would war with one another and their neighbors such as Lithuania, Netherlands, Scandinavia.
There were many European pirates who sold their services to one or more of the antagonists dueling
against each other across the Baltic and North Seas. It amazes me every time a “Christian” tells me all about
our freedoms and our leaders being the best of the “good” guys in comparison with the rest of the world’s
leaders, all of whom are purported to be lesser, bad, or outright evil. What part of Proverbs 22:7 is not
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understood or actually believed by these “Christians”: “The rich rule over the poor, and the borrower is
servant to the lender”?
This scripture doesn’t say anything about the U.S. or any other nation, including Israel, being exempt
from the truth of it. Only the rich actually rule. The borrower is certainly not over the lender. Who owns
the banks and the whole monetary system? I know that it isn’t you or me.
This whole scheme in our modern society has gone from overt control to covert control in the last 300
years or so. You and I as citizens of this corporation have been stripped of our natural rights bequeathed by
God and these have been replaced with privileges granted or taken away at will by the rulers of the
corporation.
We must undergo being "licensed" to drive a vehicle, be a professional, own property, etc. Even being
born into this world is recorded and a license, in the form of a certificate of birth, is written up and stored.
Every person born into this world comes to be counted as a unit, or slave, of this worldwide corporation
which immediately signs us up to be taxed when we enter the job market, buy property, learn a profession,
start a business, etc.
Our potential value is assessed and recorded from birth to death. Any substantial wealth that was
created by us is immediately taxed, or otherwise confiscated by the corporation called the United States of
America.
This is the brainchild and realization of the Communists, who are "fake" Jews, to turn every human being
born into a proletariat, or better termed, a working stiff! Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn won a Nobel prize for
literature which exposed the brutal regime tactics of Communism in his native Russia. Of course, now we’re
all being forced to play along with the emperor who has no clothes, and act as if he did with all this corona
nonsense. Is there a disease? Sure. Should it have the status it has been given? No!
It's the old create an enemy to scare the people and they will consent by not doing anything worthwhile
against it. Corona is nowhere near the top of the list of diseases that kills a bunch of people, but it has been
raised to levels above that. In fact, it’s now so high that the Biden’s shortly after taking office and later
leaders from various denominations held a vigil to, supposedly, honor those who, supposedly, died from
corona. I cannot think of a greater blasphemy! They have raised corona to the status of holiness.
Nobody ever held a vigil for the those who died of just the flu. Nor over anyone else that died from
whatever disease they died. Nor over the millions of murdered infants, even late term, that are offed each
month in the world and in our supposed “Christian” nation. But corona, now that’s a different animal
altogether. We must fear corona instead of God. Stick around, it’s getting worse. Only personal unshaking
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ will finally save us from all this trash and ultimately from eternal death.
Hallelujah!
This is not the America I signed up for. This is not the America of which, most believe they are a part.
This is why no one, including Donald Trump, can drain the swamp that is Washington D.C. Neither the
President, nor the Congress, nor the Supreme Court has any say-so over Washington D.C. any more than
they have a say-so over the FED. They are PUPPETS, all of them, and that in an evil play!
As mentioned already, draining it, even if it were possible, doesn't change the District of Columbia, the
headquarters of the corporation called the United States of America. The Obama’s the Clinton’s and a slew
of others are proud to identify themselves as “progressives,” a term that was used of communist’s way
back in Teddy Roosevelt’s era. Teddy was all about communism. He nationalized big business and thus
personally controlled it, with brute force if necessary.
In many interviews I have watched where, for instance, Alan Greenspan, former head of the FED
blatantly stated on camera that “there is no U.S. government office, agency, organization or official, which
has power over the FED.” The fact that the president is said to “appoint” FED officers is only a show, the
president has no authority.
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It is a privately-owned cartel of international financiers under the strict direction of the house of
Rothschild & Co. This is the same for all European countries and indeed every other country in existence,
save one or two such as we currently have in North Korea or Iran. This is why we notice Trump and now
Biden pushing to go to war with Iran -- under strict orders of his puppeteers -- claiming them to be the
aggressors, of course.
To be sure, the Islamic rulers in Iran and elsewhere are no friends of true Christians, but neither are our
own leaders. Even Iran, North Korea, and one or two more have to play to the same tune eventually, for
they are vastly outnumbered and outgunned. Without Christ Himself coming to end this evil mess and set
up His everlasting Kingdom, nothing will change except that it must get exponentially worse according to
the Bible, God's own Word.
Consider this quote from Theodore Herzl: "The wealthy Jews rule the world; the fate of the governments
lies in their hands. They start wars between countries, and when they wish, the governments make peace.
When the wealthy Jews sing, the nations and their leaders dance along, and meanwhile the Jews get richer."
Herzl was himself a non-practicing Jew, whom Jesus would call “fake” (see Rev 2:9; 3:9), who nonetheless
believed in and was driven to establish a Jewish homeland. Strangely, it seems he was a puppet much
disliked by the Rothschilds who never bothered to answer his many attempts to speak with them via letter
or private meeting about the Holy Land. He was always sidelined from the real aims they had in mind.
Simply put, implied consent is when one lets someone steal from them or worse, and does nothing to
stop them, does nothing to let them know that they are vehemently not in agreement with their
unrighteous and illegal desires. God's Word actually agrees with the concept of "implied consent." (Deut.
22:23-27) A virgin betrothed, that is engaged to be married, who does not scream for help when being
raped is guilty of compliance. One who cries out for help is not guilty even if no one was near enough to
hear and help.
God considers this "rape" as if it were a "murder"! (Verse 26) The one who didn't cry out for help is
supposed, by a third party, to be in fellowship of the crime, thus guilty as charged. No clearer example of
how and why implied consent works as it does, can be made.
Another way this is made to work by mankind in contemporary society is the old "opt out" excuse. Many
times, the individual who didn't get a chance to opt out, for a myriad of reasons, is still considered to be in
agreement, and not opposed to, whatever issue, or participation, was proposed. For the puppeteers to
force their evil desires upon the populace quicker than normal, all they have to do is have the president
sign an "executive order."
This bypasses any and all checks and balances that are still thought to be in working order, which they're
not. It's just that this way, they can save valuable time if a political desire is immediately to be enacted.
The concept of "let no opportunity ever go to waste," is employed here. Suffice it to say that if we care
enough for something, we must act on it and not let it slide, for that is supposed by the architects of any
issue they want to pursue to be a free ride. This can be likened to the parents who continually yell at their
kids, but never make any real consequences for disobedience come to pass.
For us Christians the only thing about which we are to contend and scream the loudest is false doctrine.
Any other issues, especially as they involve politics, we can leave to the world because our kingdom is not
of this world.
Our job is to witness with our words, yes, but especially with our very lives, about the Good News that
Christ has redeemed us from death, hell, and the grave. All that truly want it, can have it, upon serious
repentance from sin. To get riled-up about anything else is pointless and a waste of energy and resources. It
should be quite obvious that engaging in a bloody fight against this SYSTEM is futile, for it is too far along.
Therefore, all that's left to do is say it when we have the opportunity. However, even that can lead to
incarceration of our persons and confiscation of our personal possessions. No big deal you say? It becomes
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a very big deal when after paying such a high price, nothing, I repeat, NOTHING was actually changed in the
here and now.
Talk about no return on an investment! It’ll take God Himself to change our human status on earth in
time and for eternity.
Let's understand implied consent and make sure that we're on the right side of God's Holy Word!
AMEN!!!~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

“No man can be true to God and escape unpopularity.” (Author Unknown)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
We welcome any questions you may have regarding any subjects we have written about in
this newsletter, any of Walt's sermons you may have seen on YouTube, or any other biblical
subjects.
You may send them via:
email - jw.hartwich@gmail.com
text - 765-714-5113
or regular mail - P.O. Box 823, Frankfort, IN 46041 ~
WORSHIP SERVICE & BIBLE STUDY…The Berean Way Fellowship: Sunday 10:30 am.
Lafayette. Home Bible Study: Wednesday night 6:30pm, Lafayette; call 765-714-5113 for location. ~
WALT’S SUNDAY SERMONS can be seen on YouTube or on our website at
https://thebereanwayfellowship.org. The archives can also be accessed on YouTube by searching for
Walt Hartwich, Victory Seekers Church, or Victory Seekers Ministries. ~
Aahoou!!

PRAYER REQUESTS.…We hope that you all will join us in our prayers, remembering the
Persecuted Church, praying for the health of all brothers and sisters in Christ, asking that we might
live according to the will of God.
Pray for His wisdom, especially in not being deceived by the enemy. Pray also that all believers in
Christ Jesus would be good witnesses for Him by the way we live our lives and our obedience to His commandments.
Pray for the salvation of all the unsaved family members of the Church of the Lord Jesus Christ and that the fullness
of the Gentiles would come in per Romans 11:25. Pray for our leaders, as Paul says in 1 Timothy 2:1-2. Pray for the
Peace of Jerusalem—the soon coming of our Lord Jesus, because only when He comes will there truly be peace.
Praise God in all things and to God be the glory for all that is good! ~

We wish to thank God for supplying the ways and means for publishing this quarterly update, and those whose hearts He has moved to
donate to the cause of teaching the church. All donations are appreciated and should be sent to The Berean Way Fellowship, P.O. Box 823,
Frankfort, IN 46041, with "for NGU" in the memo for a tax-deductible qualification.
We solicit your prayers for our ministry that we will continue with boldness as we present the truth, no matter what, and that we will not be
deceived as no one is immune.
If you would like Walt to speak at your church or Bible study or other group, or if you have questions regarding anything you’ve read in our
Update or on any biblical subject, you may send your requests via mail, or by email to jw.hartwich@gmail.com, or by calling 765-426-1413.
If you wish to add someone to or be deleted from this mailing list, respond by mail or email. We apologize if we do not get the change
administered quickly; sometimes things fall through the cracks. Changes of address are appreciated to keep the cost of mailing to a
minimum. If you wish to receive your newsletter via email rather than regular mail, please notify us of that as well. ~
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THOUGHT-PROVOKING, SOBERING, POLITICALLY INCORRECT AND CONTROVERSIAL, YET
QUITE REVEALING.... Gary Kah, popular author and conference speaker
THE SUCCESS OF LAWLESSNESS: The Professing Church, the World, and
Antinomianism, by Walt Hartwich
The unconscionable destruction of planet earth as we know it, which results in the battle of
Armageddon or WWIII, will be the culmination of global lawlessness.
In The Success of Lawlessness the author details how and why lawlessness is a success. He
points out that world leaders routinely deviate from the dictates of their governments’
constitutions in the five basic realms of modern human existence: political, financial,
educational, medical, and spiritual. This deviation is what results in complete lawlessness,
which is achieved by incorporating the concept of the fourth kind of appearances as it was
first formulated by first-century-B.C. Greek philosopher Epictetus.
There’s only one sensible conclusion the searching mind can reach considering the
evidence presented in these pages: Sin = Lawlessness. (I John 3:4)
Preview and purchase online at amazon.com, 256 pages paperback – used from $8.41 + S&H; $10.99 eBook.
Purchase from The Narrow Gate Update, 256 pages – new $3.00 + S&H.
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